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U.S. CONTACT OFFICIAL BRIEFING

Date

(US Sup 1 AR 380-67)

Agency

1. I,
for

, acknowledge having been appointed U.S. contact officer (USCO)

(Typed full name and duty position)

, a foreign national (FN) who has been granted a limited access

(Typed full name and duty position)

authorization (LAA) for access to certain specified U.S. classified information/material. I fully understand the importance of
my compliance with the established LAA requirements.
2. I realize the LAA is not a security clearance. The FN must be limited to only the information and material specifically listed
in the Commander's Statement, a copy of which has been furnished to me.
3. I will ensure the established procedures for the FN to access classified information and material are followed.
4. The FN will not be given access to any classified information container. The FN will not be permitted to transport classified
material outside his or her prescribed work area or to act as a courier.
5. The FN will be permitted to attend conferences, briefings, or meetings only when rigid procedures have been established
to ensure that his or her access can and is strictly limited to the classified information authorized in the Commander's
Statement.
6. I am aware that the LAA is valid for 5 years, unless sooner revoked or rescinded. To renew an LAA, a new request packet
must be submitted at least 9 months before the LAA expires.
7. I will notify the security manager if the FN transfers (even within this unit), changes the physical location of his or her
authorized work area, or terminates employment, or if the LAA is no longer required. In these cases, or other cases which
warrant it, I will debrief the FN and send a copy of the LAA debriefing statement and any documentation to the security
manager.
8. When relieved of my responsibilities as the USCO, I will ensure the new USCO is briefed in detail by me as to his or her
responsibilities. I have read and understand the LAA and NATO security briefings.
9. I understand that giving this FN access to classified information or material which is not specifically listed in the
Commander's Statement would constitute an unauthorized disclosure and could result in my being the subject of an AR 15-6
investigation.
10. I understand and will comply with the provisions in paragraphs 1 through 9 above.
Briefing

Date

USCO signature

Security manager's signature

Initial

Annual

Annual

Annual
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